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ABSTRACT

Centrifugal pumps constitute some of the hardest working and most critical 
plant components within industry. Although relatively elementary in principle of 
operation, the humble centrifugal pump produces an inherently challenging 
environment to the materials used to construct it. Knowledgeable 
design/materials selection can reward the engineer with both reliability and
durability but unexpected pump failures can still occur. The cause of premature 
pump failure can often be traced to numerous underlying corrosion 
mechanisms. A failed pump contains a library of evidence, that when correctly 
interpreted, can be used to explore and understanding the failure. Once the 
cause of failure is understood, strategies aimed at correction can confidently be 
implemented. This paper aims to identify and explore of some of the common 
corrosion mechanisms responsible for reduced centrifugal pump service life.

INTRODUCTION

There are few industrial processes that exist today that do not depend on the 
humble centrifugal pump for efficient, reliable fluid transport. Some centrifugal
pumps operate at extremes of temperature and pressure while others work just 
as hard maintaining a reliable supply of clean potable water. Irrespective of 
application, the reliability of modern centrifugal pumps is a testament to the 
pump manufacturer’s knowledge of application, material properties and 
engineering design. Such is the reliability of modern centrifugal pumps that in 
all but the most challenging or critical of applications, reliability is often taken for 
granted. Only when a centrifugal pump falls short of service life expectations or 
fails unexpectedly does the technical complexity of moving fluids become 
apparent.
 

By nature of operating principle, the components contained within a centrifugal 
pump are subjected to damaging mechanisms that challenge the design and 
materials used in pump construction. These damaging mechanisms apply 
equally to small and large centrifugal pumps alike. Fractional horsepower 
pumps such as those used domestically are affected by the same damaging 
mechanisms that affect some of the world’s largest centrifugal dewatering 
pumps. In order to appreciate these damaging forces at work within an 
operating centrifugal pump, the basic components and principle of operation of 
a centrifugal pump needs first to be considered.
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PUMP OPERATION

In the simplest form, the components of a centrifugal pump consist of an 
impeller, a shaft to support and transfer rotational energy to the impeller, a 
casing to direct fluid into the impeller as well as to collect fluid emerging from 
the impeller. 

Figure 1.0 (left) illustrates the basic components 
of a centrifugal pump and fluid path flows.

The rotation of the impeller causes fluid 
contained within the impeller passages (or 
vane spaces of the impeller) to also 
rotate. As the fluid rotates it is subjected 
to a centrifugal force and moves towards 
the periphery of the impeller where it exits 
into the pump casing cavity. If the impeller 
is rotated with sufficient speed, the
quantity of fluid reporting to the casing 
cavity overcomes that lost by return
leakage. The net result is a pressure 
differential between the fluid outlet and 
the inlet (inter-stage pressure) which can 
be harnessed into a positive fluid motion.  

From the description of the pump components and operating principle, it is 
relatively easy to imagine just some of the simple dynamic mechanical forces 
that will be active within such a machine. Radial forces generated by 
components rotating at speed and axial thrust from the reaction of the impeller 
with the fluid are but a few that challenge the pump components and especially 
the shaft.

The pump shaft already carries many of the force burdens inherent to pump 
operating principle but when we consider that it is also responsible the 
transmission of all rotational torque energy required to operate the pump, it is 
no surprise that broken shafts are a frequent cause of immediate pump failure.
The centrifugal pump is a machine designed and expected to efficiently convert 
rotational kinetic energy into fluid motion. Less dramatic than immediate failure, 
but perhaps more important is the gradual loss of pumping efficiency.

The efficiencies inherent to modern pump design have evolved through 
advances in the understandings of materials, hydrodynamics and the ability to 
model flow using computers. Key to efficient pump operation, are the 
maintenance of inter-component tolerance, geometry and surface morphology
to within design specification. Of such importance to efficiency are these 
factors, that pump manufacturers have developed new materials of 
construction thus setting new benchmarks for sustained pump efficiency in 
challenging service environments.
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PUMP FAILURE

The maintenance clearance tolerances between moving and stationary wetted 
components inside a centrifugal pump are critical for the efficient conversion of 
rotational energy into fluid flow or a pressure increase. The importance of 
tolerance increases with the pressure rating of the pump. Low pressure/high 
flow pumps (Figure 2.0) are provided generous clearances and hydrodynamic 
inter-stage sealing to reduce fluid friction and enable the pumps to handle 
suspended solids.

Conversely, medium/high pressure pumps have small clearances and are 
equipped physical sealing devices (such a wear rings) to provide inter-stage 
sealing (Figure 3.0). Medium/high pressure pumps typically also have closed 
face impellers with stationary diffuser vanes surrounding the impeller vane 
outlets. The geometry of the diffuser and impeller vanes are critical design 
features required for the desired hydrodynamic flow patterns within the pump. A 
change to the geometry of these components can produce profound reductions
to both pump performance and efficiency. Medium/high pressure pumps do not 
tolerate solid particles contained in the fluid well because of these necessary 
features. High pressure, multiple stage pumps tolerate solids even less and 
special precautions are required to ensure that the service life of such pumps is 
not comprised by suspended solids.

Figure 2.0 (above left) illustrates the basic components of a low pressure, high flow centrifugal
pump. Figure 3.0 (above right) illustrates the basic components of single stage medium/high 
pressure pump.

Pumps can exhibit catastrophic failure with the pump immediately unable to 
function or progressively with the pump performance characteristics and 
efficiency diverging from that required. The latter is a more subtle process that 
develops over time as a result of permanent changes to pump component 
tolerance, geometry and surface morphology. As well as these changes being 
permanent, they effect a majority of major pump components and as such often 
result in the end of pump useful life (or a least a significant overhaul). Corrosion 
can cause both catastrophic failures as well as accelerated pump performance 
decline and is therefore a phenomena worth understanding by people who 
work with pumps.
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CORROSION AND PUMPS

A centrifugal pump will be exposed to a myriad of damaging physical and 
chemical processes during service that involve degradation to materials of 
construction. Therefore it is not surprising that the ultimate service life of a 
pump is directly related to the resistance of pump materials/design to these 
damaging processes, known collectively as corrosion. 

The official NACE International definition of corrosion is that "Corrosion is a 
naturally occurring phenomenon commonly defined as the deterioration of a 
substance (usually a metal) or its properties because of a reaction with its 
environment. Although the NACE definition of corrosion is designed to capture 
non-metallic and exotic environmental systems, it applies equally to common 
metals in aqueous environments such as those encountered in centrifugal 
pump construction and application.

Some degradation processes such as particle impingement erosion, cavitation,
fatigue and adhesive wear are considered purely physical in mechanism and 
are not generally considered as corrosion. Degradation processes such as 
general corrosion, pitting corrosion, galvanic corrosion, crevice corrosion, 
selective corrosion and inter-granular corrosion are considered to be purely 
chemical in mechanism. Other degradation processes such as erosion-
corrosion and stress-cracking corrosion involve mechanisms containing both 
mechanical and chemical aspects. 

Although erosion-corrosion is sometimes mistakenly thought of as purely 
mechanical in mechanism, chemistry also plays a role. The one certainty is that 
no centrifugal pump ever fails by only experiencing a single degradation or 
corrosion process. The reality is that at any one time, multiple mechanical and 
chemical corrosion mechanisms will be active within in a centrifugal pump 
during service (both during duty and standby) and many of these mechanisms 
are interrelated.

The understanding of corrosion observed in centrifugal pumps requires a multi-
disciplinary approach that includes aspects of mechanical engineering, 
metallurgy, corrosion science, electrochemistry as well as forensics. Some 
corrosion forms are macroscopic and readily identified by visual examination in 
the workshop while others are microscopic with true identification only possible 
through destructive metallographic examination. Often a detailed examination 
of the service environment as well as operating practice is also required to 
achieve a true understanding of the damaging processes at work.

Corrosion within centrifugal pumps can be general in nature, affecting all 
wetted surfaces or highly localized affecting only a small portion of a single 
component. It is often these highly localized forms of corrosion that are the 
cause of corrosion related pump failure. Localized corrosion is not easily 
identified during visual inspection and may be confined to a very small area 
making the probability of discovery very low unless the examiner is highly 
experienced.
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Major pump manufacturers have spent much R&D time and money on 
developing pump designs and materials of construction combinations to 
improve pump efficiency, performance characteristics and durability. Pump 
manufacturers also have access to a wealth of historical application information 
they have accumulated as well as their own in-house pump experts. When 
large or costly pumps are involved, manufacturers work with their customers to 
investigate and understand failures. 

Provided with the correct operational requirements and fluid characteristics, 
pump manufacturers are able to propose the most appropriate pump design 
configured in the most appropriate materials of construction for a customer’s 
given application. Often it is an inadequate understanding of the service 
environment that results in a pump being supplied that will not meet expected 
service life expectations.

Perhaps the greatest service environment variable that affects pump durability 
is the nature of the fluid being pumped. The most common application of 
centrifugal pumps is for the transport or pressurization of water. Sea water is 
generally accepted as a very corrosive form of water but high purity waters
containing no measurable salts can also be highly corrosive to pump materials. 
It is the author’s experience that when water chemistries or characteristics 
change from that specified to the pump manufacturer, that is when unforeseen 
issues are likely to arise. For these reasons, water will remain the pumping fluid 
of focus for this paper.

CHEMICAL CORROSION 

The number of specific chemical corrosion processes documented to date is 
matched only by the variety of materials and material-environment systems 
affected. Although it is not possible to discuss all such systems, it is possible to 
examine those commonly encountered when working with centrifugal pumps 
constructed from standard engineering materials and operating in an aqueous 
service environment.

Materials and especially metals contain much potential chemical energy as 
illustrated by the energy intensive methods required to prepare them from their 
ores. Steel for example, is made by purifying and alloying iron that comes from 
the reduction of iron ores (usually hematite) in a blast furnace. Much energy in 
the form of coal (as coke) is consumed in the process. Similarly, aluminum is 
made by first purifying ore (bauxite) to an aluminum oxide and then using 
electricity to produce the metal from a bath of molten oxide. The amount of 
electricity required to produce 1kg of metal is so large that aluminum is 
sometimes referred to as ‘solid electricity’. 

Therefore, it is not surprising these and similar reactive metals lay dormant 
inside equipment waiting patiently for exposure to a suitable environment with 
which they can chemically react enabling them to release at least some of their 
stored potential chemical energy. 
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Chemical corrosion is driven by the stored chemical energy contained in a 
material wanting to be released through a chemical reaction. It is the same 
driving force that responsible for the release of energy as heat and light when 
fuels are combusted. In the case of fuels, we term the energy released by 
burning a specific quantity of fuel the heat of combustion. The heat of 
combustion can be determined experimentally or calculated using 
thermodynamic principles for a specific fuel. Similarly, the energy released by 
metal when it undergoes chemical reaction during a chemical corrosion 
process can be determined experimentally or calculated.

Electrochemistry is name given to the branch of science that studies the 
chemical reactions that take place at the interface of an electron conductor and 
an ionic conductor. In the case of a metal corroding in water, the metal (or 
alloy) is considered the electron conductor while water (containing dissolved 
ionic salts) is considered the ionic conductor or electrolyte.  

Electrochemical reactions which involve the transfer of electrons from one 
molecule to another are called oxidation/reduction (redox) reactions. In these 
reactions, the molecule that loses electrons is said to be oxidized and this 
process takes place on a surface region called the anode. The molecule that 
accepts the electrons is referred to as being reduced and the surface region 
where this reaction occurs is called the cathode. Since both reactions take 
place on the surface of a metal, the electron flow from anode to cathode occurs 
through the conductive metal. To balance the electron flow, an equivalent 
number of charged ions in the water flow from the cathode to the anode.

The rate of electron and ionic charge transfer between anodic and cathodic 
surface regions can be measured and is called the electromotive force (emf) or 
potential difference. It is useful to differentiate the anodic and cathodic reaction 
contributions to emf and this is achieved by measuring the potential of the 
surface of interest against a reference electrode. These measurements are 
called the standard electrode potentials and are taken under standardized 
conditions. The standard electrode potentials are useful for determining which 
chemical reactions will occur on a surface as well as how much energy will be 
released. When common engineering metals are evaluated in a universally 
corrosive medium such as sea-water, a useful list for comparing the relative 
reactivity (or conversely resistance to corrosion) between metals and alloys 
results, the list is call the electrochemical or galvanic series. (Ref Fig 6.0)

Figure 4.0 (left) 
illustrates the 
components of an 
electrochemical 
corrosion process on 
the surface of a metal.

To illustrate the EMF 
produced, the metal 
surface has been 
artificially separated 
between anodic and 
cathodic regions.
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GENERAL CORROSION

General corrosion (uniform corrosion, general etch corrosion) is the most 
widely encountered and accepted form of corrosion within industry. The 
process manifests as a relatively uniform loss of metal thickness across entire 
affected surfaces and continues in a given environment until the metal 
thickness is eventually consumed. 

The most common example of a general corrosion mechanism is the oxidation
(rusting) of exposed steel surface by oxygen in moisture laden air. The 
chemical reaction is: 

2Fe                       à  2Fe2+  +       4e-  (Anode)

O2 + 2H2O + 4e-  à  4OH-  (Cathode)

2Fe + O2 + 2H2O  à  2Fe2+  +   4OH-  (Net)

In reality, the soluble ferrous ion (Fe2+) reacts immediately with the hydroxide 
ion (OH-) to form an insoluble precipiate of ferrous hydroxide (Fe(OH)2).

2Fe2+  +   4OH-  à 2Fe(OH)2

The ferrous hydroxide then reacts with additional oxygen and water to form 
ferric hydroxide (Fe(OH)3).

4Fe(OH)2 + O2 + 2H2O   à   4Fe(OH)3

Ferric hydroxide is unstable and decomposes to ferric oxide (Fe2O3) also 
known as hemite or red rust.

4Fe(OH)3  à  2Fe2O3  + 3H2O

General corrosion can be attributed to an electrochemical reaction between a 
susceptible metal and its environment (usually water and air) to form an oxide 
layer. For a given metal-water system, the general corrosion process proceeds 
at a relatively slow predictable rate and is measureable. The rate at which a 
metallic surface corrodes can be determined by considering metal loss, area 
and time. The most common expressions of corrosion rate are in mils per year 
(mpy) and millimeters per year (mm/yr) where 1mpy = 0.025mm/yr. These 
expressions quantify the thickness of metal lost from a surface over the period 
of a year but are only applicable to metal wastage through general corrosion.

Figure 4.0 (left) illustrates the process of general 
corrosion producing uniform metal loss on a microscopic 
level. 

Under conditions of general corrosion, the corrosion of 
the metal produces corrosion product that remains on the 
surface of the metal. The corrosion product offers 
resistance to further corrosion at that location so the 
corrosion process moves to an adjacent more favorable 
location. The result of the moving corrosion process is a 
relatively even distribution and show magnitude of metal 
loss across the entire metallic surface.
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The general in-service corrosion rate is one variable that pump manufacturers 
use to design equipment so that sufficient thicknesses of metal are present to 
achieve desired service life. Typically a factor of no more than 20mils (0.5mm)
metal wastage per year is factored into pump design for key components.

General corrosion is the preferred form of corrosion because it is predictable. In 
pump designs where inter-component tolerance is critical (such as those 
producing high pressure) the effect of general corrosion on tolerance/geometry 
is controlled through appropriate materials selection.

Materials such as AISI 304 and AISI 316 stainless steels form extremely 
durable chromium rich surface oxides in the presence of oxygen. These oxide 
layers are effectively self-limiting in thickness and self-healing to damage. 
Provided a supply of oxygen is maintained and the service water does not 
contain significant concentrations of dissolved salts (corrosive to these metals) 
these alloys seldom exhibit measureable general corrosion.

The corrosion damage caused by general corrosion is macroscopic in nature 
and thus easily identified by visual inspection. Since general corrosion is active 
over the entire surface of a metal exposed to the environment, it is not difficult 
detect by visual inspection. 

Table 1.0 (below) Characteristics of general corrosion.

Key Characteristics of: General Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Shallow surface roughening, corrosion product present for 
susceptible metals. Steels and cast irons exhibit characteristic ‘red’ rust 
appearance.

Identification Possible visually, low magnification assists

Distribution Uniform over entire wetted surface of affected metal/alloy

Corrosion Rate Generally low and predictable

Metals affected
All metals especially steel and cast iron. Metal/alloys relying on surface oxide 
layers for corrosion resistance exhibit very low corrosion rates, some exotic 
metals exhibit negligible corrosion.

Components affected Pump casings, impeller faces, diffusers, inlet/outlet pipe-work

Contributing chemical factors

pH departure from neutral, corrosion rate increases as pH decreases for 
susceptible metals (mainly steel and cast irons & yellow metals) until at very 
low pH acid etch corrosion becomes dominant affecting 300 series s/steels as 
well. pH departure from neutral, corrosion rate increases as pH >9 for 
susceptible metals (brasses, bronzes, Al alloys)
Increases as concentration of metal specific corrosive salts especially 
chloride and sulfate is increased. Increases with dissolved oxygen
concentration. 

Contributing physical factors
Increases with water velocity until cavitation onset, erosion onset, particle 
impingement erosion onset, erosion-corrosion onset dominate.
Increases with temperature until dissolved oxygen is limited and alternate 
corrosion mechanisms dominate.
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GALVANIC CORROSION

Galvanic corrosion is a very common electrochemical corrosion phenomenon 
that can occur within centrifugal pumps. Galvanic corrosion occurs when two 
dissimilar metals are coupled together and exposed to a common corrosive 
water environment. The result is induced current flow between the metals, the 
flow of ions in the water and corrosion of the more active metal. Galvanic 
corrosion produces macroscopic metal loss and can be visually identified by 
careful examination. 

Galvanic corrosion is an important corrosion mechanism within centrifugal 
pumps because of the variety of different metals used in construction of a 
single pump unit. These metals are generally all coupled together inside a 
pump and most are exposed to the corrosive water environment as wetted 
pump surfaces.

A good example to understand the mechanism of galvanic corrosion is to 
consider the dry-cell battery. The battery consists of a pressed zinc canister in 
which a graphite rod is inserted. A conductive watery paste (which is corrosive 
to zinc) is then filled into the canister and sealing cap applied. Although zinc is 
a reactive metal when compared to the graphite and an electrical potential 
difference of about 1.5V develops, not much happens because the zinc and 
graphite are not electrically coupled. When the external electrical circuit is 
completed, the zinc and graphite become coupled and current flows via the 
external circuit with zinc being consumed in the process. 

Figure 5.0 (left) a diagrammatic 
representation of a dry-cell torch battery used 
to illustrate the galvanic corrosion 
mechanism.

The example illustrates the necessary 
condition required for galvanic 
corrosion to occur, namely that the 
dissimilar metals must be coupled 
together and that they must be 
exposed to conductive water 
environment.

The activity or nobility of metals can be determined by the electromotive force 
(emf) in volts that they produce in a given environment with respect to a 
reference material (usually a special reference electrode). Those metals that 
produce large negative emf values such as zinc can be considered highly 
active while those that produce small positive emf values can be considered 
noble or inert. 

When metals are tabulated in order of the emf produced in a given 
environment, what is known as a galvanic series results. The listing serves to 
illustrate the relative reactivity between different types of metal. The marine
environment is one of the most corrosive and well-studied corrosion 
environments from which many of the published galvanic series tables are 
derived. Although derived from marine studies, they provide a useful guide as 
to how different metals will behave when coupled in most corrosive water 
environments.
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Figure 6.0 (left) illustrates the galvanic 
series of metals in flowing seawater.

Returning to the example of the 
dry-cell battery, zinc appears as 
a reactive metal with an emf of 
about -1.1V in flowing sea-water. 
Graphite appears noble at 
+0.4V. Therefore it can be 
expected that if zinc were 
coupled to graphite in salt water, 
the zinc would become an anode 
and corrode while the graphite 
would become a cathode and 
remian uneffected. Note that the 
absolute difference between the 
emf of the metals if about 1.5V
which corresponds to rated 
voltage that is observed from 
single cell zinc-carbon dry cell 
battery.

The difference in the emf between metals in an corrosive water environment is 
a good indictor of the magnitude of galvanic corrosion that will occur at the 
anodic metal surface. A couple consisting of two metals of similar emf exposed 
to a corrosive water will produce a relatively small emf between the metals and 
the potential for and magntide of galvanic corrosion at the anodic metal will be 
small. Coversely, a large emf difference between metals will produce a strong 
galvanic corrosion effect at the more anodic metal surfcae.

The reactive metallic surface behaving as the anode and being corroded 
seldom has the same surface area exposed to the corrosive water as does the 
more noble metal. The galvanic corrosion mechanism has a characteristic 
known as the ‘area effect’ that is quantified by the ratio of anodic to cathodic 
exposed metallic surface areas. The ratio is considered favoruable when a 
relatively large anodic area exists compared to a small cathodic area. The ratio 
is unfavourable when a small anodic area exists in comparison to a large 
cathodic area. A favourable area ratio often results in dissimilar metals being 
able to be used togther in a corrosive environment with relatively minor 
galvanic corrosion occuring. 

Since galvanic corrsion relies on the flow of ions in solution, the conductivity of 
the corrosive water will large effect on the magnitude and rate of galvanic 
corrosion. 

Galvanic corrosion is often wrongly assumed to be the cause of visual 
corrosion anywhere that two dissimilar metals are in contact. In reality, galvanic 
corrosion produces two effects that assist in diagnosis. Firstly is that the more 
active metal exhibits most corrosion at the localized junction (coupling) with the 
cathodic metal with the magnitude of corrosion decreasing as a function of 
distance from the junction. 
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Secondly, little or no discernible corrosion is evident on the cathodic metal even 
though the cathodic metal is known to exhibit corrosion in given service 
environment. For the above reasons, to correctly identify galvanic corrosion it is 
important to closely examine all wetted pump components and potentially 
connecting pipe-work.

Pump manufacturers are knowledgeable regarding the potential effects of 
galvanic corrosion and address the issue through design and materials 
selection. Although numerous different metals are commonly used within pump 
construction, failure of modern pumps by galvanic corrosion alone is relatively 
rare as a result. Operational conditions can however arise which cannot be 
foreseen and mitigated by materials and pump design. 

One such condition is offline and out of service storage. The pump 
manufactures instructions for storing equipment offline should always be 
followed. 

The galvanic corrosion phenomenon can be harnessed for benefit in corrosive 
aqueous systems to protect metals that would otherwise rapidly corrode in the 
form of sacrificial anodic protection. Sacrificial anodic protection uses an active 
metal anode such as zinc attached to the reactive metal to be protected, 
usually steel. As the sacrificial zinc anode corrodes, it imparts a protective 
cathodic electrical current on the steel surface preventing the steel from 
corroding while sufficient zinc remains. Examples of where sacrificial anodic 
protection is commonly applied include steel hot water-storage tanks; zinc 
galvanized steel tube and many steel structures in the marine environment. 

Table 2.0 (below) Characteristics of galvanic corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Galvanic Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Surface roughening of more active metal in vicinity of dissimilar 
metal contact, corrosion product usually present. More noble metal generally 
very clean and in good surface condition.

Identification Possible visually, low magnification assists

Distribution Localized. Occurs only at regions of dissimilar metal contact. 

Corrosion Rate
Dependent on area ratio between anode/cathode and magnitude of 
electrochemical emf.

Metals affected
All metals affected. Ferrous metals in contact with yellow metal alloys are 
particularly vulnerable.

Components affected
Any wetted internal pump surface where dissimilar metals are is physical 
contact.

Contributing chemical factors
Increases with concentration of all dissolved salts
Can be accelerated by depressed water pH

Contributing physical factors Increases with temperature 

Remediation Review materials selection
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PITTING CORROSION

Pits are defined as cavity or hole where the surface diameter is equal to or less 
than the depth. The mechanism that causes pitting corrosion is an 
electrochemical process that occurs when a protective passive film is allowed 
to break-down on a susceptible metallic surface. Therefore the phenomenon is 
most common on metals that rely on a protective oxide for corrosion resistance 
such as stainless steels.

Pitting corrosion is caused by the breakdown of a passive film on the surface of 
the metal forming small anodic regions while the majority of the metallic surface 
remains a large cathodic site. As a result of the ‘area effect’ covered in the 
previous topic of galvanic corrosion, corrosion is greatly concentrated at small 
anodic sites producing deep localized metal loss. The focused intensity of the 
electrochemical process at anodic sites also results in the pitting corrosion 
process progressing rapidly.

Pitting corrosion is a localized corrosion process but can be easily detected 
upon visual inspection because of the large number of pits formed and the wide 
general distribution of pits across a surface. 

Figure 7.0 (left) diagrammatic 
representation of typical pitting 
corrosion features. Note the large 
difference in total anodic and 
cathode regions. 

Pitting corrosion can develop very quickly and is much more destructive that 
general corrosion for that reason. Also, once a pit has been initiated, it tends to 
remain an anodic site and continues to grow through an autocatalytic process. 
The environmental variables that effect the pitting corrosion of a susceptible 
metal are also those that tend to adversely affect the formation of 
passive/protective oxide films. These include the concentration of corrosive 
ions, the pH, dissolved O2 concentration as well as temperature of the water.

For example, AISI 316 and AISI 304 stainless steels form a protective chrome 
oxide layer on their surfaces spontaneously when exposed to atmospheric 
oxygen. Both AISI 316 and AISI 304 stainless steels with well-developed 
chrome oxide layers can be induced to exhibit pitting corrosion if exposed to a 
sufficient concentration of chloride in water at a specific temperature. The 
temperature at which this occurs for a given concentration of chloride is known 
as the critical pitting temperature (CPT). 

Maintaining the concentration of chloride/temperature below the CPT is an 
effective method to reduce the potential for pitting but effects other 
environmental variables such as depressed pH can resulting in pits initiating 
well below the CPT. 
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Figure 8.0 (left) illustrates the critical pitting temperature of 
different stainless steel alloys and highlights the relationship 
between CPT and chloride ion concentration.

(Determined electrochemically. Courtesy Sandvik)

Armed with the material limitations, centrifugal pumps containing AISI 316 and 
AISI 304 stainless steels can successfully be applied to waters containing 
chlorides near CPT.

Problems arise when pumps are taken offline for extended periods and isolated 
on the fluid side restricting the supply of dissolved O2. The concentration of O2

required for maintaining the passive chrome oxide layer on the surface of the 
metal diminishes and localized breakdown of the passive chrome oxide layer 
occurs. When this happens, the chloride ion is able to penetrate the weakened 
regions of the chrome oxide layer and pitting is initiated. The subsequent 
corrosion reactions rapidly consume what little O2 remains and pitting proceeds 
rapidly. 

When the pump is returned to service, if it is not seized by corrosion product,
the pitting disrupts the hydrodynamic flow patterns within the pump and a loss 
in performance efficiency is noted. Upon tear-down, pitting is noted and the 
question is asked “how does a pump that has performed well in the application 
suddenly exhibit pitting corrosion?”

Table 3.0 (below) Characteristics of pitting corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Pitting Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Appearance of pits on the surface of the susceptible metal. 
Generally not covered by deposits of corrosion product

Identification Possible visually, low magnification assists

Distribution
Generally occurs over the enter surface of affected metal and other 
components of the same metal. 

Corrosion Rate Can occur rapidly and cause deep penetration of metal thicknesses.

Metals affected
Predominantly AISI 304 and AISI 316 but can occur on any metal/alloy relying 
on surface oxide layer for corrosion resistance.

Components affected Any wetted internal pump surface where susceptible metals are present

Contributing chemical factors

Can be initiated by low oxygen concentrations
Increases with the concentration of all dissolved salts especially chloride and 
sulfate
Can be accelerated by depressed water pH

Contributing physical factors
Increases with temperature
Often occurs while equipment is stored wet offline

Remediation
Once initiated, pitting will continue as an autocatalytic process necessitating 
component replacement.
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OXYGEN PITTING

Oxygen pitting is a form of pitting corrosion that is relatively specific to carbon 
steel when it is used in high purity, high temperature environments. The most 
common centrifugal pump applications where conditions are favorable for 
oxygen pitting to occur are in boiler feed-water service. In these applications, if 
the oxygen concentration in the feed-water exceeds 40ppb, oxygen pitting of 
carbon steel and cast iron pump components can occur.

As with other pitting corrosion forms, oxygen pitting corrosion is a localized 
corrosion process but can be easily detected upon inspection because of the 
large number of pits formed and the wide general distribution of pits across a 
surface. Oxygen pitting can be differentiated from pitting caused by other 
mechanisms via characteristic broad shallow pit appearance and large overall 
pit diameter. The presence of red iron oxide corrosion product in pit cavities in 
an environment the usually produces dark black magnetite is another aid to 
identification.

Oxygen pitting significantly disrupts the hydrodynamic flow patterns within the 
pump and opens clearances resulting in pump performance loss. Boiler feed-
water pumps are particularly at risk of oxygen pitting during wet-layup for 
extended periods. Oxygen pitting can be eliminated by materials selection 
specially the application of stainless steels with >12% Cr.

Table 4.0 (below) Characteristics of oxygen pitting corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Oxygen Pitting Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Appearance of broad pits on the surface of the susceptible 
metal. Generally contain small quantities of red corrosion product on a 
generally dark black metallic surface. 

Identification Possible visually, low magnification assists. Metallographic analysis confirms.

Distribution
Generally occurs over the enter surface of affected metal and other 
components of the same metal. 

Corrosion Rate Can occur rapidly and cause deep penetration of metal thicknesses.

Metals affected Predominantly carbon steels in boiler feed-water application

Components affected Any wetted internal pump surface where susceptible metals are present

Contributing chemical factors
Can be initiated by oxygen concentrations > 40ppb
Can be accelerated by depressed water pH events

Contributing physical factors
Increases with temperature
Often occurs while equipment is stored wet offline 

Remediation
Once initiated, pitting sites remain highly susceptible. Control dissolved 
oxygen < 40 ppb. Component replacement.
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GRAPHITIC CORROSION

Graphitic corrosion is a corrosion mechanism specific to iron alloys containing a 
distribution of graphite particles such as gray cast iron and nodular cast irons. 
An explanation of the corrosion phenomenon requires an understanding of the 
microstructure of these alloys. Gray cast iron contains graphite flakes while
nodular cast irons contain spheres of graphite within their respective crystalline 
microstructures. These graphite particles emerge from machined and casting 
surfaces where they are exposed to the fluid environment. Since graphite is 
significantly more noble than iron on the galvanic series, a galvanic couple 
forms in the presence of a conductive fluid resulting in the iron corroding
preferentially in the vicinity of graphite particles. 

Figures 9.0 and 10.0 (below left to right) diagrammatic representations of grey cast iron 
microstructure before and during the early phases of graphic corrosion. 

In the author’s experience, graphitic corrosion is one of the most insidious 
pump corrosion mechanisms for three reasons:

Firstly, unlike other forms of corrosion where metal loss or dimensional change 
is evident, graphitic corrosion results in the replacement of iron with iron oxides 
in way that does not significantly change the appearance of the metal surface. 
Fine casting features and machining marks are retained and hence 
components such as pump casings are deemed fit for further service based on 
visual inspection. Only close inspection and probing with a sharp instrument 
can reveal deep regions exhibiting a soft, porous honey-comb like structure.
Often graphitic corrosion goes unnoticed until the casting fractures under stress 
during insertion of a new bush or wear ring.

Secondly, pump casings and impellers exhibiting advanced graphitic corrosion 
suffer diminished mechanical strength and surface hardness. The loss in 
strength often results in an increased susceptibility to cavitation, erosion and
particle impingement erosion damage. 

Figure 11.0 (left) illustrates the microstructure of a 
nodular cast iron component that has experienced 
graphitic corrosion. Contrary to urban myth, nodular 
cast irons can and do exhibit graphitic corrosion. 
Spheroids of graphite are visible in both the 
unaffected microstructure (top) as well as within the 
porous corrosion product (bottom).
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Figure 12.0 (left) illustrates the microstructure of a 
grey cast iron component that has experienced 
graphitic corrosion. Flakes of graphite are visible in 
both the unaffected microstructure (top) as well as 
within the iron oxide corrosion product (bottom).

Figure 13.0 (left) illustrates a grey cast iron impeller 
from boiler feed-water service exhibiting graphitic 
corrosion. Observing graphitic corrosion of impellers 
alone is relatively rear as most service environments 
contain sufficient suspended solids to cause the 
appearance of a particle abrasion or erosion failure 
mechanism.

The third and perhaps most insidious effect of a graphitically corroded pump 
casing manifests when a new impellor is installed before return to service. The 
pump casing in contact with the fluid is now essentially a large surface area of 
graphite contained in an iron oxide corrosion product matrix. The large surface 
area of the graphite in the pump casing induces a strong galvanic corrosion 
current flow through the impeller in the presence of a conductive fluid. The net 
result is significant galvanic corrosion of the impeller with consequent 
premature failure that cannot be easily explained.

Graphitic corrosion causing leakage of cast iron pump casings can often be 
misdiagnosed as a casting porosity.

Table 5.0 (below) Characteristics of graphitic corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Graphitic Corrosion

Appearance Macroscopic. No discernible change from original component appearance  

Identification Not generally possible without probing. Metallographic analysis confirms.

Distribution
Generally occurs over the enter surface of affected metal and other 
components of the same metal. 

Corrosion Rate Generally low but deep penetration of component can occur.

Metals affected Predominantly cast irons as well as nodular cast irons

Components affected
Any wetted internal pump surface where susceptible metals are present. 
Typically pump casings and impellers

Contributing chemical factors
Can be accelerated by depressed water pH events. Generally occurs in very 
soft waters. Increases with concentration of metal specific corrosive salts
Increases with dissolved oxygen and H2S.

Contributing physical factors
Increases with temperature
Often occurs while equipment is stored wet offline 

Remediation Component replacement.
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DEALLOYING CORROSION

De-alloying corrosion (also known as selective leaching) is a corrosion process 
where a single metal is selectively removed from the metallic microstructure of 
an alloy. The removal of zinc from brass is the most common example of de-
alloying and is referred to as de-zincification. The electrochemical process that 
causes de-zincification is mechanistically similar to that of galvanic corrosion, 
but on a microscopic scale. The process involves the corrosion of metallic 
crystal grains rather than large metallic surfaces. 

The most commonly affected centrifugal pump components are brass 
impellers, bushings and bearing surfaces. Similar to graphitic corrosion, 
dezincification often does not result in dimensional change of a component but 
significantly effects the components wear properties and mechanical strength. 

When de-zincification presents over the entire wetted surface of the zinc 
containing copper alloy it is referred to a ‘layer’ de-zincification. Occasionally, 
the mechanism may be concentrated under deposits or follow the variations in 
the metallic crystalline structure of a component such as casting artifacts. 

Although relatively uncommon in centrifugal pumps, this form of highly localized 
de-zincification known as ‘plug type dezincification’ and can occur in brass 
accessories. The component containing water develops porosity at a small 
region usually at a low point and commences to slowly leak. 

The identification of layer type de-zincification is relatively straightforward on 
large surfaces such as impellers as these affected components exhibit a 
characteristic red discoloration due to remaining elemental copper. 
Identification on bushings and bearings is more complex and requires 
destructive metallurgical analysis for confirmation.

Table 6.0 (below) Characteristics of dealloying corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Dealloying Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. “layer” type -discoloration of entire component surface and 
surfaces of similar susceptible metal components. ‘plug’ type often localized 
and hidden beneath corrosion product

Identification
Possible visually. Unaffected regions aid by providing color contrast. 
Metallographic analysis required to confirm. 

Distribution
Generally uniform over entire wetted surface of affected metal/alloy
‘plug’ type forms can be localized.

Corrosion Rate Generally low but corrosion penetrates deep into component wall.

Metals affected
Zinc brasses containing more than 15% zinc. Inhibited grades of brass and 
aluminum brass to less extent.
Cupronickels as denickelification

Components affected impellers, diffusers, wetted bushes &  bearings

Contributing chemical factors
pH departure from neutral to alkaline for susceptible alloys. 
Increases with concentration of metal specific corrosive salts such as 
chloride. Increases with dissolved CO2 concentration. Very soft waters.

Contributing physical factors Presence of deposits. Stagnant water conditions e.g. wet-storage.

Remediation Component replacement.
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Figure 14.0 (left) illustrates microstructure of silicon 
brass impeller exhibiting de-zincification along the all 
•-phase casting core. Brass impeller recovered from 
boiler feed-water service.

Figure 15.0 (left) illustrates brass impeller exhibiting 
surface layer type general de-zincification to depth 
0.5mm recovered from cooling water service.
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CREVICE CORROSION

Crevice corrosion is a corrosion form that occurs when one metallic component 
is tightly fitted (but not welded) to another metallic (or in some cases a non-
metallic) component to form a microscopic cavity or crevice. It is necessary 
condition that the crevice be able to be penetrated water – even 
microscopically. Such crevices are numerous in the construction of a typical 
centrifugal pump. 

Examples of joints susceptible to crevice corrosion include those formed 
between: Inter-stage casings, pump inlet/outlet flanges/gaskets, pressed wear 
ring/casing, casing/diffuser as well as any wetted O-ring or gasket contacting 
metal.

The mechanism of crevice corrosion is electrochemical in nature and involves a 
number of steps. Firstly, water enters the crevice and a typical general type 
corrosion mechanism is initiated. The general corrosion mechanism is 
interaction of the metallic surface with water and oxygen to produce a metal 
oxide corrosion product as previously described. This process involves the 
oxidation of the metal to form positive metallic ions, the reduction of water and 
oxygen to form negative hydroxide ions. Under general corrosion conditions, 
the soluble metal ions react with the hydroxide ions to form an insoluble metal 
hydroxide corrosion product.

As the corrosion process continues to consume oxygen, oxygen from outside 
bulk water enters the mouth of the crevice to replenish that consumed. By their 
physical nature, crevices have an internal metallic surface area many times that 
of the crevice mouth opening.  As a result, sufficient oxygen from the bulk water 
outside the crevice cannot enter the crevice at a rate to keep up with 
consumption. This causes the oxygen concentration within the crevice to fall 
below that contained in the bulk water outside. The net effect is what is called 
an oxygen concentration differential cell. 

The oxidation of the metal to form positive metallic ions continues inside the 
crevice but the reduction of water and oxygen to form negative hydroxide ions
is diminished within the crevice as a result of insufficient oxygen. The result is 
that the reduction of water and oxygen moves external to the crevice with the 
electrons required being supplied by conduction through the metal. 

Since positive metal ions inside the crevice are formed separately to hydroxide 
ions outside the crevice, a net positive charge builds up inside the crevice. The 
net positive charge attracts negative ions contained within the bulk water which 
concentrate at the crevice mouth where a precipitate of metal hydroxide is 
usually present. The time taken for the mentioned conditions to occur is often 
called the ‘induction period’. 

A point is reached when sufficient net positive charge accumulates within the
crevice to cause the spontaneous in-rush of negative ions concentrated at the 
crevice mouth. These ions are typically of a small and highly charged variety 
such as chloride or sulfate. Once inside the crevice, the negative ions react 
with positive metal ions and water to produce a metal hydroxide precipitate as 
well as hydrogen ions. As hydrogen ions accumulate, depression of the pH 
within the crevice occurs and corrosion reactions accelerate and become 
autocatalytic.
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Table 7.0 (below) Characteristics of Crevice corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Crevice Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Discoloration and metal wastage observed when components 
disassembled.

Identification
Possible visually if crevice is disassembled. May be overlooked if 
components not disassembled during inspection. Metallographic analysis 
required to confirm. 

Distribution Highly localized to crevices

Corrosion Rate
Generally low but corrosion penetrates deep into crevice between 
components. Corrosion elevated when metallic SA external to crevice is 
larger than internal crevice SA.

Metals affected
Predominantly AISI 304 and AISI 316 but can occur on any metal/alloy relying 
on surface oxide layer for corrosion resistance.
Steels, cast irons AISI 440 stainless

Components affected
Threaded joints, pressed components, shielded areas, metals in contact with 
gaskets or O-rings, inter-stage casing joins,

Contributing chemical factors
Water pH, decreasing to acidic increases corrosion for susceptible alloys. 
Increases with concentration of metal specific corrosive salts such as chloride

Contributing physical factors Stagnant water conditions e.g. wet-storage.

Remediation
Completely seal crevices. 
Component replacement.
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UNDERDEPOSIT CORROSION

Underdeposit corrosion is a corrosion form that occurs on the wetted surfaces 
of metals beneath a deposit. Underdeposit corrosion is form of corrosion 
frequently observed on pump casing surfaces especially those outside the main 
path of fluid flow and those behind impellers in the proximity of shaft seals. The 
deposit can form as a result of the accumulation of suspended particles, the 
precipitation of minerals contained in water or in-situ by another corrosion 
process.

Underdeposit corrosion is relatively easy to identify visually during inspection 
when it occurs under a large mound of accumulated material. More subtle are 
those deposits visible only as small layered accumulations just proud of metal 
surface. Careful removal of the deposit reveals wastage of the metal 
underneath in an area confined to the original shape of the deposit. 

Underdeposit corrosion can cause metal wastage either directly or indirectly. 
The direct mechanism occurs when a deposit is inherently aggressive and 
corrosive to the metal surface. The corrosion of brass and 90:10 cupronickels
by manganese containing deposits is an example. 

Indirect underdeposit corrosion is corrosion that occurs when a deposit or 
sediment covers the surface of a susceptible metal and excludes the supply of 
oxygen to the corroding surface beneath. The corrosion process under the 
deposit continues in the absence of oxygen and generates a localized low pH 
causing deep etch corrosion. The mechanism is similar to crevice corrosion, 
with the accumulation of positive metal ions under the deposit and 
displacement of the cathodic oxygen reduction reaction to a region of the 
metallic surface not covered by the deposit. The deposit acts like a filter 
allowing only the smallest most highly charged negative ions such as chloride 
to penetrate and concentrate under the deposit. The result is not only a high 
concentration of aggressive ions such as chloride but also pH depression.

The magnitude and form of metal wastage caused by underdeposit corrosion is 
dependent on not only the nature of the deposit but also the type of metal 
affected. On metals that do not rely on protective oxides for corrosion 
resistance such as steels, underdeposit corrosion produces general metal loss 
beneath the deposit in the form of a broad shallow depression. On metals that 
rely on a protective oxide for corrosion resistance such as AISI 304, AISI 316 
and titanium, deep pitting beneath the deposit is often observed.
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Table 8.0 (below) Characteristics of Underdeposit corrosion.

Key Characteristics of:  Under deposit Corrosion

Appearance
Macroscopic. Requires deposit removal to identify. Metal wastage area 
pattern mirrors outline of deposit.

Identification
Possible visually if deposits undisturbed during disassembly. Metallographic 
analysis required to confirm. 

Distribution Highly localized occurs only under deposits

Corrosion Rate
Generally low for steels and cast irons metals
Rapid with pitting for metals reliant on protective oxide for resistance

Metals affected

Predominantly AISI 304 and AISI 316 but can occur on any metal/alloy relying 
on surface oxide layer for corrosion resistance.
Cast irons AISI 440 stainless
Can manifest as tuberculation on steels in neutral/alkaline waters

Components affected Impellers, casings, seals retainers, shafts, drain plugs

Contributing chemical factors

Water pH, increasing to alkaline increases corrosion for susceptible alloys
containing amphoteric metals. Decreasing to acidic generally increases 
corrosion for alloys relying on protective oxides.
Water saturation index, precipitation of minerals from saturated waters 
increase potential for underdeposit corrosion.
Increases with concentration of metal specific corrosive salts such as chloride
and sulfate

Contributing physical factors
Stagnant water conditions e.g. wet-storage, commission HST
Water containing suspended solids

Remediation Component replacement.
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CAVITATION

Cavitation is defined as the instantaneous formation and collapse of vapor 
bubbles in a liquid subject to intense localized pressure changes. The 
shockwaves produced by the collapse of vapor bubbles are intense, localized 
and contain sufficient kinetic energy capable of fatiguing and removing metal 
from a metallic surface in close proximity.  

The shockwaves produced by cavitation accelerate localized corrosion through 
the removal of protective oxides from the surface of susceptible metals. The 
metal surface is in direct contact with water if the oxide is physically removed 
and reacts spontaneously to reform the oxide coating. Since cavitation 
produces cyclic shockwaves, each wave removes more oxide and 
consequently more metal loss occurs. 

Cavitation has been well studied and pump manufacturers have developed 
pump designs tolerant to hydrodynamic conditions that could result in cavitation 
as well as materials to reduce the damage caused should cavitation occur. 
Generally, metals that exhibit a hard external oxide coating or that are 
extremely hard themselves, have better resistance to cavitation than moderate 
hardness metals. Very soft metals and some elastomers can resist the effect of 
cavitation by dispersing the kinetic energy imparted by the shock waves.

The design of pumps has evolved to a point where cavitation can effectively be 
avoided through operation of the pump within design operating parameters or 
‘within the curve’. Of these, perhaps the maintenance a net positive suction 
head (NPSH) is paramount. There are many other operational factors that are 
well documented by major pump manufacturers that are well beyond the scope 
of this paper.

It is a lesser known fact that the previously examined corrosion mechanisms 
can have a profound effect regarding the onset of cavitation within a pump. 
When metal is lost from pump surfaces in the form of small pits, turbulence are 
created in the fluid path and disruption to the design hydrodynamic fluid flow 
pattern reduces pumping efficiency. If the pits are located at high fluid velocity 
surface regions, they can act as nuclei for bubble formation and hence the 
onset of cavitation. 

When metal loss is in the form of large shallow depressions on high velocity 
metallic surfaces, cavitation can be induced at these sites while a pump is 
operated well ‘below the line’. Generalized corrosion changes inter-component 
tolerances and geometries. Often a misguided automated control system 
attempting to compensate for loss of pumping performance can drive a pump 
into cavitation. The damage caused by the cavitation often masks evidence of 
the causal corrosion artifact.

Cavitation damage is perhaps relatively too easy to identify. Cavitation damage 
typically manifests as a sponge-like metal loss with jagged edges and cavities 
free from corrosion product. It appears very similar to deep acid etch corrosion 
but is localized rather than generally spread across a component. The early 
onset of cavitation can sometimes appear similar to pitting corrosion. Cavitation 
damage is typically highly localized and may be repeated on symmetrical 
rotating elements such as impeller vanes.
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Cavitation damage is relatively easy to confirm during metallurgical analysis 
due to the appearance of cold working deformation artifacts such as Neumann 
bands within the metallic crystal structure.

Table 9.0 (below) Characteristics of Cavitation Damage.

Key Characteristics of:  Cavitation Damage

Appearance Macroscopic. Metal wastage appearance characteristic. 

Identification
Possible visually if cavitation event occurred recently with respect to 
inspection. May be masked by erosion if cavitation event was isolated in 
occurrence. Metallographic analysis required to confirm. 

Distribution Highly localized, may repeat in same regions of symmetrical surfaces.

Corrosion Rate Occurs rapidly is cavitation continues. 

Metals affected All metals

Components affected Impellers, casings, generally fast moving components. 

Contributing chemical factors Increases with increasing concentration of dissolved gases

Contributing physical factors

Operation of pump below NPSH
Increases with water temperature
Decreases with pressure

Remediation

Review pump operational parameters
Consider alternate materials of construction
Component repair possible at early onset

Figure 16.0 (above left) illustrates a cast steel boiler feed-water pump impeller exhibiting an 
advanced state of cavitation corrosion. Figure 17.0 (above right) illustrates a typical 
appearance of cavitation corrosion on cast steel. 

Figure 18.0 (left) illustrates a bronze boiler feed-water 
pump impeller exhibiting of cavitation corrosion on low-
pressure sides of vanes.
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EROSION

When fluid velocities across a metallic surface are sufficient to cause shearing 
of the surface, the resulting loss of metal and/or surface oxide is termed 
erosion. Centrifugal pumps can easily exhibit erosion if operated outside 
parameters recommended by the pump manufacturer. Typically the regions 
within a pump exposed to the highest fluid velocities are susceptible such the 
fluid exit passages at the circumference of impellers. Erosion of wear rings 
separating pump stages due to over-pressure operation is also another 
common point of failure. Erosion is considered a mechanical process and is 
addressed through materials selection and operating parameters.

PARTICLE IMPINGEMENT EROSION

Another form of erosion is called particle impingement erosion (sometimes 
called particle abrasion). As the name suggests, this form of erosion occurs as 
a result solid particles contained within high velocity fluid impacting a metallic 
surface and dislodging some of the metal akin to abrasive sand blasting.
Particle impingement erosion is one of the most challenging issues for both 
pump manufactures and customers alike especially within the mining industries 
where abrasive slurry service is common. Particle impingement erosion 
considered a mechanical process and is addressed through materials selection 
and operating parameters.

EROSION-CORROSION

Erosion-corrosion is defined as the accelerated degradation of a material 
through the combined effects of both erosion and corrosion. It is sometimes 
referred to as flow accelerated corrosion (FAC). High fluid velocities across a 
metallic surface cause shearing of the surface oxide. The velocities required to 
shear oxides from susceptible metals and cause erosion corrosion are much 
less than for pure erosion. When the metal in question relies on a surface oxide 
for relative resistance to corrosion, surface oxide damage enables an 
electrochemical mechanism similar to galvanic corrosion to occur. 

Rather than the corrosion products accumulating at the site of corrosion, the 
high fluid velocity transports metallic ions a small distance away from the 
immediate site of corrosion in the direction of fluid flow before they are able to 
precipitate. The result is a small horse-shoe shaped depression with a mound 
of corrosion product at the center and sometimes at the trailing edge. The open 
end of the horse-shoe faces the direction of local fluid flow. 

The most important factor that contributes to erosion-corrosion is velocity. 
Threshold velocities exist for susceptible metals in various environments below 
which erosion-corrosion does not occur. This means that erosion-corrosion can 
be is addressed through materials selection and operating parameters.

The erosion-corrosion rate for most metals also exhibits a positive correlation to 
temperature and also many chemical variables that increase the general 
corrosion rate. Mild steel exhibits a sharp rise in erosion-corrosion compared to 
general corrosion rate as a function of pH with a maximum occurring at pH 8.
Thus pH and temperature conditions known to cause erosion-corrosion can be 
avoided or a least considered during the pump selection process. 
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Erosion-corrosion can sometimes be difficult to differentiate from other erosion 
forms when turbulence caused by the corrosion deposit cause erosion which 
then removes deposits and masks corrosion artifacts. Erosion corrosion can 
also be difficult to diagnose when or when particle impingement erosion is also 
active.  

Figure 19.0 (left) illustrates the steps 
involved during the erosion corrosion 
process.

Figure 20.0 (below) compares general 
versus erosion corrosion rate for mild 
steel in DI water at 50°C and 12ms

-1
, 

(Fontana 1978).

Figure 21.0 (left) illustrates cast iron impeller 
exhibiting advanced erosion corrosion.

Figure 22.0 (left) illustrates a leaded semired brass 
impeller from boiler feed-water service that has 
sustained pump severe erosion corrosion followed by 
elastic deformation distortion of vane tips.
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STRESS CRACKING CORROSION

Stress cracking corrosion (SCC) results from the combination of a tensile stress 
with a corrosion mechanism. SCC is characterized by brittle fractures of thick 
walled materials that appear as intergranular cracks when examined using 
metallurgical microscopic techniques. 

For susceptible metals, a specific corrosive agent can usually be attributed to 
causing SCC in the presence of sufficient mechanical stress. For example, 
water containing ammonia is known to cause SCC of many copper containing 
alloys. AISI 304 and 316 stainless steels are also susceptible to SCC with the 
corrosive agent being the chloride ion. 

For SCC to occur, there exists a minimum applied stress and minimum 
concentration of corrosive agent needed. Prevention of SCC can therefore be 
affected by controlling the tensile stress to which a component is subjected as 
well as selecting materials based on the maximum concentration of corrosive 
agent that will be encountered in-service.

Unless a complete fracture of a component occurs, SCC is difficult to detect 
with the naked eye and as a result often goes undiagnosed during inspection. 

Perhaps the best known example of SCC is that caused by the chloride ion on
Austenitic stainless steels. The potential for SCC to occur increases not only 
with the tensile stress applied across the metallic surface, but also with the 
concentration and temperature of the chloride containing water to which the 
metals are exposed.

Factors that affect the onset of SCC also include stagnation with SCC of 300 
series stainless steels occurring at lower concentrations of chloride when 
dissolved oxygen is diminished.

Concentrating mechanisms like evaporation can increase the localized
concentration of a corrosive agent beyond that typically expected in the water 
being pumped. An example of this occurs when pumps using gland packing 
have water evaporate from the packing leaving behind elevated concentrations 
of salts. The heat generated by friction between the shaft and packing can 
result in SCC being initiated under the stress of rotational torque. The net result 
is inevitable shaft failure.

The most effective method of preventing such shaft failures is by using a supply 
of fresh clean cold water to cool the packing or utilizing non-contact shaft 
sealing methods such as labyrinth seals.
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MICROBOILOGICALLY INFLUENCED CORROISON

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is defined as the direct chemical 
interaction of organisms with materials to produce new corrosion chemistries 
and/or a marked acceleration of pre-existing corrosion processes.

There are two forms of MIC classified a passive attack and active attack. 
Passive attack occurs when the growth of organisms on a metallic surface 
produces a deposit (called a biofilm). The biofilm consists of biological material 
secreted by organisms and acts as a binding material for suspended solids 
circulating in the water. As with under-deposit corrosion, the biofilm occludes
the metallic surface from oxygen contained in the bulk water causing oxygen 
concentration cell to form. As with underdeposit corrosion, the nature of the 
corrosion is determined by the characteristics of the metallic surface and is 
most pronounced on metals relying on a protective oxide film.

Active attack occurs when the organisms growing on a metallic surface 
produce metabolic by-products that are inherently corrosive to the metallic 
substrate. The three most common classes of organisms responsible for active 
attack are the sulfate reducers, acid producers and metal depositors.

Sulfate reducers grow in anaerobic conditions and prefer to colonize low 
oxygen environments such as those created by deposits or general biofilms. 
These bacteria derive their metabolic energy from the reduction of sulfate 
present in water and hydrogen present at cathodic metallic surface regions to 
sulfides. In so doing, they produce regions of extreme metal loss with metallic 
sulfides as well as oxides produced as corrosion products.

Equipment used to transfer waters within the oil and gas industries are 
particularly susceptible to attack by sulfate reducing bacteria due to the 
occlusion of oxygen created by oily films on metallic surfaces and a presence 
of high concentrations of organic/inorganic sulfur compounds present in such
waters.

Acid producers are another class of organism that can produce either inorganic 
or organic acids as a result of metabolic growth. These bacteria are also 
anaerobic and prefer to grow under biofilms and deposits usually in conjunction 
with sulfate reducing bacteria. These bacteria can cause deep metal loss in 
metallic surfaces susceptible to acidic corrosion such as steels, AISI 304 and 
AISI 316.

Metal depositing bacteria derive their metabolic energy from the oxidation of 
metals. Gallionella is a filamentous bacterium that converts the ferrous to ferric 
ion. In the process, they produce large quantities of insoluble iron hydroxide 
and deep localized metal loss. Some bacteria like Gallionella are also capable 
of oxidizing manganese and causing precipitation onto metallic surfaces to the 
detriment of metals susceptible to severe under-deposit corrosion caused by 
manganese deposits such as brasses and cupronickels. 

Equipment used to draw bore waters are particularly susceptible to attack by 
metal depositing bacteria due to the relatively high concentrations of ferrous ion 
present in such waters.
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CONCLUSIONS

Centrifugal pumps constitute some of the hardest working and most critical 
plant components within industry. There are many physical and chemical 
mechanisms activity working to damage pump components.

Many of the damaging mechanisms are occurring simultaneously and have the 
potential to accelerate each other. As the direct result of existing damaging 
producing chemical and hydrodynamic by-products, new damaging 
mechanisms can be initiated.

Although significant corrosion mechanisms have been discussed through the 
discourse of this paper, there are many others too specific to review within the 
scope.

A significant conclusion drawn from the many damaging mechanisms 
discussed is that knowledge of the service water chemistry plays (and how it 
may change) is paramount for selecting the most durable pump materials 
package.

It therefore stands to reason that to achieve the best possible leverage of OEM 
pump supplier knowledge and experience, spending resources to quantify 
water chemistries and potential changes to these chemistries is a wise 
investment.


